W4480 WHISKEY, RIDDLES AND DANDELION WINE   (USA, 1996)

Credits: director, David Straus ; writer, Delle Chatman.
Cast: Jeff Wincott, Elena Wohl, Amy Love.
Summary: Romantic melodrama/fantasy set in and around contemporary Orlando, FL. Roger McCalister (Wincott), is a Vietnam veteran with an attitude, a saxophone, and a Harley. He is an unwelcome prodigal son who returns to his hometown only to find his mother just passed away. His wealthy stepfather and stepbrother want nothing to do with him. All seems hopeless for Roger until he meets Romona (Wohl), a beautiful ex-nun turned veterinarian. The trials and tribulations of family relations and love unfold in a mystical fashion when Eve (Love), Roger’s eccentric cousin intervenes and attempts to unite the two. Eve is pregnant but refuses to name the father of her child. She dies in childbirth, but her death finally unites Roger and Romona who raise Eve's daughter as their own. The spirit of Eve is the narrator of the film.

No known reviews. Information from the Internet Movie Database.
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